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Object mounting wall,

especially for flat television or computer screens

Technical field

The subject of the invention is an object mounting wall, especially for flat te levi

sion or computer screens, said screens with optional tilting and rotating move

ment.

Background art

There are known columns designed for fastening flat, plasma or liquid crystal

display (LCD) television and computer screens. Such columns can be fixed to

the vertical stands then fixed to the furniture or fixed separately to the walls or

external intermediate elements. For users' convenience the columns allow regu¬

lation of the up and down inclination in a low range with simultaneous or sepa¬

rate rotation.

There are known separate mounts designed for fastening flat, plasma or liquid

crystal display (LCD) television and computer screens. Such mounts can be

fixed to the vertical columns then fixed to the furniture or fixed separately to the

walls or external intermediate elements. For users' convenience the mounts

allow regulation of the up and down inclination in a low range with simultaneous

or separate rotation.

Mounting a column or a mount onto the wall requires its strengthening to pre¬

vent extracting the mount and the screen hanging on it. Various wall strengthen¬

ing are known, especially bars, expandable bars and braces.

Adjustable supports also known. The example of such solution, US 2 617 620,

is an adjustable shore, supporting, with two part pipe with external right and left

threads, on the opposite sides of the pipe. Both parts of the pipe are connected

with a middle double sided sleeve with internal right and left screw on the pipe



opposite sides. Turning the sleeve leads to the expansion of the shore support

ing the floor and the roof from both sides.

Disclosure of invention

The invention aims at providing ready and typical carrying elements, designed

to be mounted onto the walls and for mounting flat displaying screens.

As specified in the invention, the wall is a typical skeleton construction, in which

plaster and cardboard or wooden-like plates are mounted to vertical or horizon

tal pillars.

Accordingly to the invention the wall has a screen mounting element in the form

of a column supporting at least against the floor, or advantageously, against the

floor and the ceiling of the room, whereas the column consists of at least one

vertical bar with optional diameter, the column has a securing element con

nected to at least one part of the column, and the television or computer screen

in mounted - directly or indirectly - to that securing element. The column is

mounted before the wall or between the plates inside the wall.

Further improvement of the solution refers to the column which is divided and

the mounting element is located between its two parts, the column has a two

part screw with right and left threads on its opposite parts connected to one of

its parts. In between, there is a double sided nut, i.e. turnbuckle nut, also with

right and left screws on its opposite parts.

Another variant of the solution refers to the column which is telescopically di¬

vided and has a part with a larger diameter and a part with a smaller diameter,

whereas the mounting element is situated between two parts of the column, and

the column has a thread connected to one of its parts, and a nut to the other.

The mounting element designed for mounting television screens has a form of a

frame or a plate.



Further improvement of the solution mean that the column is divided, and at

least one of its parts consists of two vertical and parallel pillars.

The column and its pillars may have pointed endings or mounting bases. The

column and its pillars may also have supports mounted onto the wall plates.

Mounting elements may have mounting hooks for pillars supporting wall plates.

The wall may also have an internal plate, mounted to the column. External sup

port of the shelf is mounted to that plate through the wall plate.

In one, preferred embodiment of the invention, the wall

- has a screen mounting element in the form of a column supporting

at least against the floor, and advantageously against the floor

and ceiling, whereas the column consists of at least one vertical

bar with optional diameter,

- a column has a mounting element connected with at least one part

of a column,

- a television or computer screen is mounted - directly or indirectly -

to a mounting element,

the column is set against plates inside the wall,

- the column is divided, and the mounting element is located be¬

tween its two parts,

- one part of the column is connected to two part screw with right

and left thread on its separate parts, with two sided turnbuckle nut

in between, also with right and left threads on opposite parts.

Accordingly to the invention, through introduction of various types of combina¬

tions of columns and pillars, the solution allows for free and optimal wall stiffen¬

ing and situating a mount or a column with a television screen mounted onto it,

in any combination. Applying two part screws with a two sided nuts makes ap¬

propriate extension or stiffening of wall element possible.



Brief description of drawings

The embodiments following the invention are shown in attached figures:

fig. 1 - the wall with single, undivided column, supporting against the ceiling

and the floor, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 2 - the wall with single, undivided column, supporting against the ceiling and

the floor, with a shelf, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 3 - the wall with single, undivided column, supporting against the floor, as

seen from a perspective,

fig. 4 - the wall with single, undivided column, supporting against the floor, with

a shelf, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 5 - the wall with divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the f lo

or, with a frame, as seen from a perspective,

fig.6 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the flo- '

or, with a frame, with pointed endings, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 7 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, with a lower part with two pillars, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 8 - the wall with a divided column, with lower and upper parts with two pil¬

lars, supporting against the floor and the ceiling, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 9 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, lower part with two pillars, with pointed endings, as seen from a perspec¬

tive,

fig. 10 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, lower and upper parts with two pillars, with pointed endings, as seen from

a perspective,

fig. 11 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, with a mounting plate, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 12 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, with a mounting plate and pointed endings, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 13 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, a lower part with two pillars, as seen from a perspective,



fig. 14 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, lower and upper parts with two pillars, with mounting plate, as seen from a

perspective,

fig. 15 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, a lower part with two pillars, with mounting plate, as seen from a perspec¬

tive,

fig. 16 - the wall with a divided column, supporting against the ceiling and the

floor, lower and upper parts with two pillars, with mounting plate, with pointed

endings as seen from a perspective

fig. 17 - the wall with a single undivided column, with mounting plate, support¬

ing against the floor, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 18 - the wall with a single column, supporting against the floor, lower part

with two pillars, with mounting plate, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 19 - the wall shown in fig. 5, as seen from the front,

fig. 20 - the wall shown in fig. 16, as seen from the front,

fig. 2 1 - the wall with a single divided column, supporting against the floor, as

seen from a perspective,

fig. 22 - the wall with a single divided column, supporting against the floor and

the ceiling, with a shelf, as seen from a perspective,

fig. 23 - the wall with a single divided column, supporting against the floor, as

seen from a perspective,

fig. 24 - the wall with a single divided column, supporting against the floor with

a shelf, as seen from a perspective.

Detailed description of invention

Flat television screen mounting wall, accordingly to the invention, consists of

plates 1 mounted on at least one side to the carrying structural beams situated

between the floor and the ceiling, not shown in the picture.

The wall has a screen mounting element in the form of column 2, supporting at

least against the wall, or advantageously, against the floor and the ceiling,

placed in front of the wall or inside, between plates 1. The column can be

mounted to plates 1 of the wall through support 3.



Column 2 consists of at least one vertical bar with optional diameter, functioning

as wall stiffening element and supporting a television screen of considerable

weight.

The column has reinforcements 4 to mount the screen. Reinforcements 4 can

take form of a plate 5. In the variant of column 2 placed between plates 1, in

side the wall, another external reinforcement 6 to shelf 7, where the hook for

television screen is located, is mounted to plate 5 through wall plate 1.

In variant presented in fig. 3 and fig. 4 , column 2 is mounted only to the floor.

Figure 5 shows column, which is divided, and one of its parts is equipped with

two part screw 8 with turnbuckle nut 9, which makes it possible to extend col¬

umn 2 between the floor and the ceiling. Screen mounting frame 10 is located

between parts of column 2. Frame 10 may have hooks 11.

Both parts of the column 2 may have pointed ends, as shown in fig. 6 .

Another variant includes a divided column 2 which in its one or both parts may

consists of two or more vertical and parallel pillars 12, as shown in figures 7 , 8 ,

9 and 10. It is obvious that a multiplication of pillars 12 may assume different

combinations on both sides of columns 2. Simultaneously various combinations

of pillars 12 endings of a column 2 are possible - straight or pointed.

Another wall variant, shown in figures 11 - fig. 16, includes a divided column 2 ,

situated between the floor and the ceiling, with one part of a column 2 provided

with a two part screw 8 with a two sided turnbuckle nut 9 , whereas between

parts of column 2 a shaped mounting plate 13 is placed to mount the screen.

Also within that wall option, various combinations of pillars 12 and their endings

are possible.

Figures 17 and fig. 18 show variants with a wall with a shaped mounting plate

13 placed on a column 2 consisting of one or two pillars 12, mounted to the floor

through base plates 14.



Two part screw 8 with a double-sided turnbuckle nut 9 can be connected both

with an upper and the lower part of column 2, in its every possible variant.

Figures 2 1, 22, 23 and fig. 24 show options of the walls with telescopically di¬

vided columns. Part 15 of a column with a larger diameter has a screw 16, the

other part 2 with a smaller diameter has a nut. Extension or adjusting of a col¬

umn 2 height comes as a result of a proper rotating of its both telescopic parts.

In each option, column 2 may be set in front of the wall or inside, between pla¬

tes 1.

List of elements

1 plates
2 column
3 support
4 reinforcements
5 plate
6 external reinforcement
7 shelf
8 screw
9 double sided turnbuckle nut
10 frame
11 hooks
12 pillars
13 mounting plate
14 base plate
15 column part with a wider diameter
16 screw



Claims

1. Object mounting wall, especially for flat television or computer screens,

consisting of plates mounted on at least one side to the carrying beams

settled between the ceiling and the floor, characterised in that

- it has a screen mounting element in the form of a column (2) sup¬

porting at least against the floor, and advantageously against the

floor and ceiling, whereas the column (2) consists of at least one

vertical bar with optional diameter,

- a column (2) has a mounting element (10), (13) connected with at

least one part of a column (2),

- a television or computer screen is mounted - directly or indirectly -

to a mounting element (10), (13).

2. Wall according to claim 1, characterised in that the column (2) is set

against plates (1) inside the wall.

3 . Wall according to claim 2, characterised in that

- the column (2) is divided, and the mounting element (10), (13) is

located between its two parts,

- one part of the column (2) is connected to two part screw (8) with

right and left thread on its separate parts, with two sided turn-

buckle nut (9) in between, also with right and left threads on oppo¬

site parts.

4 . Wall according to claim 2 or 3 characterised in that

- the column (2) is telescopically divided and has one part (15) with

a larger diameter and another part with a smaller diameter,

- mounting element (10), (13) is placed against two parts of column

(2),

- the screw (16) is connected to one part (15) of column (2), and a

turnbuckle nut (9) is connected with the other.



5. Wall according to claim 2 or 3 , characterised in that the mounting ele¬

ment (10) is the frame.

6 . Wall according to claim 2 or 3 , characterised in that the mounting e le

ment (10) is the plate.

7 . Wall according to claim 2 or 3, characterised in that a divided column (2)

in at least one of its parts consists of two vertical and parallel pillars (12).

8 . Wall according to claim 2 or 3 , characterised in that the column (2) and

its pillars (12) have pointed endings.

9 . Wall according to claim 2 or 3 , characterised in that the column (2) and

its pillars (12) have mounting base plates (14).

10.WaII according to claim 2 or 3, characterised in that the column (2) and

its pillars (12) have supports (3) for mounting plates (1) to the wall.

11.WaII according to claim 2 or 3, characterised in that a mounting element

(10), (13) has hooks mounted to pillars supporting wall plates (1).

12.WaII according to claim 2 or 3, characterised in that it has an internal

plate (5) mounted to column (2) and an external support (6) of shelf (7) is

mounted to plate (5) through wall plate (1).
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